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INTRODUCTION
This ebook is about our chatters and moderators in the owl box on ustream.tv
who recognized they had MOD, Molly Obsessive Disorder. On September 1, I
posed the question, you know you have MOD when... and asked everyone to fill
in the rest of the sentence. It was so much fun and many wrote in with their
completed lines.
My example was you know you have MOD when, you log in to the owl box and
smell bacon! The reason is that it is one of the most talked about topics when
we're not discussing Molly and McGee or her first and second clutch.
Molly and McGee are two barn owls living in a barn owl box in San Marcos,
California and have a live video stream that is provided by Carlos and Donna
Royal.
Thanks to all the chatters and moderators in the owl box, we now have a great
collection of humorous lines that have touched many of our lives in some way or
the other. It is as if we all became family, and cared much for each other. We
have had a window of opportunity to peek into the world of the wild barn owl and

learn so much about them. In the interim we learned a lot about ourselves. If you
find you can relate to one or more of these entries, you have MOD!

"Always seek self worth, surround yourself with love, laughter and happiness,
never let it go. Treasure it and pass it along, May it inspire you to do great
things."
--- NightFeather

You know you have MOD when...
From an NBC News newbie:
Kristin in SS
knazaret in chat
You know you have MOD when the biggest regret of your entire life is missing
Molly's first clutch!
Chocomare:
… you drive over fresh road kill and think "Awwwwwww, what a waste of a
perfectly good treat!"
…when the first thing that pops into your head upon waking in the morning is
The Molly Song
…when the sight of an owl or owlet ripping open a fresh gopher no longer
makes you go “Ewwwwwww”
FEATHERS57:
...I know I am a MOD because I now stand on one leg when idle.
Seedy1983
You know you have MOD when:
...The only way your husband recognizes you is from the back of your head
which is facing the computer!
ssocenblu:
...When your diet consists of sunflower seeds and water.
...When you take the laptop to the bathroom with you because you are
moderating.
...When you are in the Owl Box Chat for 15 hours straight.
...When you use Hork in everyday conversation.
aprlfool59:
...You know you have mod when your computer screen is wiped clean every day
but there's a 3 inch layer of dust everywhere else.
debiMac:
...You know you have MOD when the first thing you do in the morning before

getting out of bed is check the UStream app on your iPhone or iPad to find out
how many treats were delivered during the night even though you were
watching the owlbox up until 1:00 a.m. West coast time the night before. LOL!
Cat/TxsBeach:
...You call your boss whose name is Bobby, Carlos and his wife Brenda
becomes Molly!
...You see the sweet baby faces and reach up and tickle the monitor as if you
have a live owlet on your desk.
...You walk around at work bent over in the tree section looking to see if there
might be any horked pellets from any visitors the night before!
...You called the land owner next door a really bad name or 2 when he bulldozes trees knowing owls had nests in them!
...You go through the grocery store pushing your cart and bobbing your head
and semi-dancing and humming "The Molly Bobble"!
...You tell a customer, who is addicted to cooking also, that she reminds you of
DotRot!! A very, very sweet Lady, I might add!
...You name a favorite philodendron, Wesleigh!
I could go on, I have it so bad!
June82june and SS name Cali June:
...You know when you have MOD is when you are in class and you pull out a
notebook and start drawing Molly and the Owlets and not taking notes.
...You know when you have MOD is when you think you hear someone say one
of the Owls name when they are really saying your name.
PegRod:
...You Know You Have MOD if you feel like your are the luckiest person on this
Earth to have found The Owl Box, Molly and family, Carlos and the Royal family,
and all the wonderful moderators and chatters (whew! - just the tip of the iceberg
of thankfulness), and you would not trade this experience for ANYTHING, not
even a Million or even a Billion Dollars!
VeeTX :
...the clothes dryer signal went off so many times it wore out waiting for me to
empty the dryer
...you miss getting the garbage out in time for pick up and you drive around with
garbage bags in trunk of your car chasing down the garbage truck
...it's 11:30 AM and you haven't had breakfast (except for instant coffee)
...it's 11:30 AM and you haven't showered yet (good thing I live alone)
...house is so neglected you're thinking of calling Merry Maids
...your hair needs cutting but you put off until "tomorrow" and now it's all shaggy

...your kids call and you tell them you'll call them back
...you're afraid to tell your grown children about the owl box 'cause they might
commit you
jvet:
...When you sneak out of bed in the middle of the night to see if you can catch
McGee bringing in a treat.
Fairygram:
...Your fingers are cramping holding keys to capture a screenshot of a hork.
ruthrings:
...Your grandson's name is Carson, but you call him Carlos.
...Your daughters plan an "intervention."
TexasTess:
...You know you have MOD when you stay on the computer for hours, waiting for
a hork.
KarenLFoster:
...You know you have mod when you consider *not* evacuating Kill Devil Hills,
NC before a Cat 3 hurricane because you don't want to miss Molly and the
owlets for 2 hours!!!
Lois777:
...You know you have mod when you set up a tv tray in the bathroom to set the
computer on.
grammiesammie:
...You know you're a mod when you wake up and check on the owlz before
coffee or the bathroom
...You wake up in the middle of the night to check on the owlz
Boltified:
...You know your a MOD when you CANNOT look away!
...You know your a MOD when you eat at the computer screen.
...You know your a MOD when you have to check on the owl box every chance
you get. I am a MOD!
RuthNJ29:
As a therapist, I know I am a MOD when
.....working with my client's, I feel bad for them that they did not have a caring

mother like Molly and I have to check myself so as not to say that to them.
...I am cutting up salad and think that Molly could do a better job. (cutting up hot
pepper in Panera with their dull knife).
...I hear babies crying in a store and immediatelty look for the owlets.
...I have barn owls in my dreams.
DianaJoe:
...You know you have MOD when you ask your grandsons if you are OK? Do
you feel like you have to Hork?
...When they look at you and they know what you are talking about!
CosmicOne:
...You got MODs when someone asks for a toothpick and you whip out a
stainless steel 5"x3/8" boltz.
LvOwls:
...You know you have Mod when you write horkmail in url instead of hotmail.
...I actually did this just yesterday and didn't realize it until my emails didn't show
up! lol I couldn't believe I did that! MOD is playing such a preference in my daily
life!
jbeith:
...I know I'm a mod for considering changing my cat's name to Molly!
mitsimitsi:
You know you have MOD when:
...Your lunch companion just commented that her dish lacks salt, and you
nodded sagely and said: "See, that's how I know you're not an owl. Cause they
don't have a good sense of taste."
...Every time you say you need to check something on your computer, a family
member says, "Let me guess. Does it have feathers? Does it sleep on one leg?"
...Every time you see a picture of an owl you cry happily, "Molly!"
...All your iphone apps have something to do with owls.
...All your homepage tabs, which used to show prominent news websites, have
magically transformed into owl-related sites.
...You thinks squirtz are cute.
...You spend an hour thinking up "You know you have MOD when" phrases
when you should really be working. Back to work now, BAD mitsi!
janie2:
...I know I'm a MOD because I have arranged the formula feedings for the baby
birds around my Molly time. The babies don't care as long as they are fed.

...I love my ebook, my DVD, and my yard sign. If I could afford it, I would buy
everything!
Maannie:
...You know you have MOD when... you have your favorite food delivery's phone
number memorized.
...You know you have MOD when...you fling the cat off your lap, ignoring the
blood from scratches, and run to the computer when you hear FOOD!
...You know you have MOD when...the husband uses the kitchen to COOK!
CastOwLRockCoL:
...You know you have MOD when while trying to hurry and watch The Owl Box
you put both the right and left contact in the same eye and can't figure out why
you are now totally blind in one eye and still can't see in the other and end up
missing a great hork.
Gracieb:
...You know you have MOD when you use the word "HORK" everyday!
TexasTess:
...You know you have MOD when your morning routine has changed from coffee
and the newspaper, to coffee and the owl box (true story).
sunsetgal844:
...I know I have mod when I am up in middle of night to check in on the owlets.
LAlioneyes:
...You know you have MOD when you are sitting in a restaurant having dinner
and discussing the eating habits of owls, and nobody gets up and leaves.
Lylette60:
...You know you have mod when you think you are an owl because you have
doubled your weight daily sitting at your computer!
...You know you have mod when one minute really means fifteen.
...You know you have mod when you find yourself rocking in your chair watching
the owl box swaying.
...You know you have mod when your friends have names like TurtlePie and
ChocoMare.
...You know you have mod when you turn on your computer before coffee in the
morning.
...You know you have mod when you want EVERYTHING on the Cafe
Press/Molly site.
...You know you have mod when it doesn't bother you that your husband just

shakes his head when walking by the computer room.
...You know you have mod when you sit making lists of things that define your
illness!
Bethie57:
...You know you have MOD when UStream horks the chat and you have a panic
attack thinking your chat is gone forever! At least I did!
Caboval:
...You know you have mod if you neglect your email before logging onto the Owl
Box.
...Or you know you have mod if you get up in the middle of the night and check
on the Owl Box! Haha!!
doorcountydi:
...You know you have MOD when you have to wash out your underwear two
days in a row because you "haven't had time" to do the laundry; but you've seen
every rip, tear and hork in the Owl Box.
RuthNJ29:
You know you have MOD when:
...you see a rabbit and you want to call it Tauntz and want to warn it to look out
for owls.
...when you dream of barn owls
...when you hear a baby crying in the store and immediately look for owlets
...when in Panera and are trying to cut a large pepper with their knives and think
that Molly would do a much better job cutting it up.
...when as a therapist feel bad for client's because they did not have a mother
like Molly to nurture them when they were a baby.
Xeethea /bre_robertson:
...You cannot get up to take a shower, because you are waiting on a pending
HORK.
RumbaRue:
...You know you have mod when you are so busy reading chat, you don't notice
your screen is frozen
DandiLion:
...You can sit watching a black screen and still chat about owls
...You imagine what is happening in the owlbox and make up stories
...You go to the kitchen for a snack and realize you have not done dishs for 3

days
...You typo a word and it becomes the "new word" for everyone to use
...You add a "z" to your typing AND your conversations at the end of every word
...You discuss a tooth problem with a Dentist and tell him its "horked"
...You realize only a skip loader could clean your house now
...You can't log out of chat and the cams cause you might miss something
...You say goodnite to everyone - for the 6th and last time, then just give up and
stay in chat
...You fold laundry in your office now so you won't miss anything
...Food shopping consists of snaks and ice cream only
...When you can watch a rat being shredded by owls and eat dinner
Lylette60:
...You know you have mod when it seems perfectly normal to change all your s's
to z's!
...You know you have mod when you sing Christmas songs about horkage in
September.
...You know you have mod when you type an entry in the chat room to discover
the chat has gone on without you and you delete and start over.
...You know you have mod when you read and write typonese fluently.
Hangowlver:
...You know you have MOD when you start singing Molly songs in the car and
your kids remark, "Mom I thought you said you weren't going to be so into it this
clutch"
...You know you have MOD when you stand at the computer for two hours
waiting for a hork to finally come out
...You know you have MOD when you find no difference between "normal"
behavior and 'MOD" behavior. It's just life
jveteran:
...You sent your alarm an hour earlier than normal to see if you can catch a food
drop - and you're not a morning person.
LvOwls:
...You know you have mod when you find yourself tilting your head like a barn
owl looking at the groceries of the person behind you in the grocery check out
line. (especially embarrassing when the person notices you doing that and you
realize what you just did,lol)
LadyChainsaw:
...You prop up the laptop on the toilet so you can watch through the shower

doors!
...The only thing you want for your birthday is a pair of speakers so you can hear
the babies scream better!
ltldvl:
You know you have MOD when:
...you place your laptop on the stove to watch Molly when you cook dinner.
JoAnnVirginia:
You know you have mod when:
...you walk outside. it has not been raining, but there is a rainbow above your
house with the face of a barn owl (guardian) looking down at you!
ANewDay:
...I want a ringtone of Molly taking to owlets
...When other mods misspell and I know what they mean
...When I misspell and the mods know what I mean
...When I've changed my spelling of words so they end in "z"
...When I change words so they have "owl" in them
...When my husband and I communicate in "Owl Speak"
...When I know what H.P.P. stands for
...When I look forward to "Rodentia" Reports
...When I see a mouse or rabbit and think of them as treats
...When I see a treat tail in the box and call it "Flozz"
...When I use "hork" as a way of expressing computer freezing
...When eating out and I think my food resembles an open pellet
...When I say "awww" as owlets hork
...When I change my schedule to watch OB2 and Owlets for hours
...When I have my Official MOD Certificate displayed in an expensive frame
...When I have the Molly song in my head and I smile.
...Or when I hear the Molly song and I cry
...When I can hardly wait to wear owl jewelry
...When I find a spiderz web in my kitchen sink and realize I haven't been there
in a while
...When I have a developed warm and caring heart for many of the mods
...When I know how much I appreciate the experience Carlos and Donna have
given me
Windbeneathwing:
You know you have MOD when:
...you find a dead rat and wish you could give it to molly and her babies
You know you have MOD when:

...you wake up humming the “Molly” song
You know you have MOD when:
….you sit down at the computer with a jar of Nutella, watching Molly and call it
“dinner”.
You know you have MOD when:
…you fry bacon and think of dipping it into Nutella and munching on it while
watching Molly
You know you have MOD when:
...you wake up one morning and realize you have spent the whole week
watching Molly and her babies and you have no clean clothes left to wear
TERRIBOO:
You know you have MOD when:
...you are at the grocery store reading your shopping list and notice your wrote
"fresh mice" on it.
SB4Vols:
You know you have mod when:
...you go to a ladies' luncheon; and, when everyone else is showing photos of
their children and grandchildren, you bring out pictures of Molly, McGee, and all
the owlets. It does cause some very strange looks.
Mamarana:
You know you have MOD when:
...you refer to the dust bunnies under your bed as "gag shag".
RuthNJ29:
You know your a MOD when:
...having lunch with husband, he is talking and all you hear is blah, blah, blah
because you are thinking, I got to get back to the owl box.
hett1:
You know your a MOD when:
...your husband has to hoot like an owl to get dinner.
windbeneathwing:
You might have MOD when:
...you go up to a stranger in the store who has a T-shirt on with 3 Owls on it and
ask if it was Molly and McGee!! Then she replies with “No, I am Barbara”.
NatureLuver:
You Know You Have MOD When:

...your Molly merchandise total to date is $877.48 and you're not done :)
You Know You Have MOD When:
...you've spent $3,000.00 on a new Mac Mini, 3G iPad and 23" LED monitor to
watch Molly & McGee
Alafair:
...You start spelling words to fit around the word “Owl” even in your everyday life
tonyandmariabum:
...When you start shreding all your meat at the dinner table!
njomo48:
You know you have MOD when:
...you spell all pluralz with a "z".
maxermum:
You know you have mod when you get up at 4 am to let the dogs out but first
you check on the OB to see if they've received food yet.
tsaffirth:
...When you get up in the morning you boot up the computer on your way to the
bathroom.
...When you call members of your family (including the cat) Molly
...When you see a mouse at work and think about sending it to Molly
...see owls in the clouds and hear them in the sounds around you.
Painteddaisey1:
...When I keep saying late at night , ` I am going to bed in 30 mins.` , the 30
mins are up and say , `oh I will stay up another thirty mins` and this keeps going
on into the very wee hrs of morning and you don`t go to bed at all. lol
...When the first think I do in morning is rush to turn on puter to check the OB1
and OB2 even before my first cup of coffee .
Could go on and on but I`ve got to get back to the Owl Boxes , almost time for
Molly and McGee to show up with a treat!
catsmommy:
...I have to take my laptop to the bathroom just so I don't miss anything.
...I wake up humming the Molly song.
...First thing I do when getting home is open the Mollys Owl Box site on
Ustream.
pcanada:

You know you have mod when:
...you are on vacation in Jamaica with your family, and instead of being on the
beach or by the pool with them you are in a little computer room paying
megabucks to watch Molly.
elsa:
...you call your pet dove of 16years (named Nupi) Molly, and you call your
parakeet of 12 years owl.
TeamGymnasticsGirl22:
You know you have MOD when:
...you stay up all night watching The Owl Box"
You know you have MOD when:
...you'd rather stay at home and watch Molly than go out to dinner with your
friends"
MollyLoverForever:
...You know you have MOD when:
...you feel sick to your stomach and say to yourself, “Oh, I’m gonna hork,” and
don’t think anything of it!
chlosmom:
...knows she is a mod because her adult sons keep telling her
how much she is going to like the new "institution" they have
found for her to live in.
CupcakeQueen52:
...the very first thing you do every morning when you wake up is open the laptop
to the owl box and owl box 2, before you turn on the coffee pot, pee the dogs,
get the paper or anything else of formerly great importance!
....you sing the Molly song all day to yourself!
...you and a friend who has also MOD share a Molly joke and no one else knows
what you're talking about!
...all you can talk about it owls!
...you absolutely, positively HAVE to check in on the owl box before you go to
sleep...after having watched it all evening!
...you write an email about you know you have MOD when...
VSue:
...You talk about Molly, McGee, Ashley, Carrie and the others as though they are
your very own children!
...You show off pictures of the owls as though they are your very own children!

...You try and pet the owls through the computer screen!
...You use the terms Hork and Gagshag out in public as though everyone should
know what that means!
...You tell your chiropractor why your neck is out! (copying Molly, McGee, Ashley
and Carrie of course)!
...Before coffee the first thing you do is check on Ashley and Carrie, Molly and
McGee!
...Housework become househork.
...You no longer worry about housework for being a part of this owl family is
much more fun!
...You screech at your partner when they interrupt your owl box time!
...You talk about the owls as though they are your own family
and everyone should be as interested in them as you are!
...You talk total strangers into this owl-addiction and they too catch MOD!
...You think about owls all the day and night!
...Your dreams are all about owls!
NatureLuver:
You know you have MOD when:
...you know what Gular Fluttering means.
You know you have MOD when:
...you fill your bathtub up and 3 hours later still have not taken a bath!
You know you have MOD when:
...you share the rodentia report once again with your co-workers who couldn't
care less.
You know you have MOD when:
...you can eat a meal while watching Molly, in living color, feed a pocket gopher
to the owlets.
You know you have MOD when:
...you talk to a complete stranger about Ashley and Carrie and they think you are
talking about your grandkids.
You know you have MOD when:
...your neighbors see you outside, which isn't often, and they call to you saying,
"Hoot, Hoot!"
You know you have MOD when:
...you keep calling your cats Molly, instead of Oscar, Maya, Emelio and Scooter.
You know you have MOD when:
...you cry watching Austin's DVD, hear the Molly songs, or watch Carlos get
excited on the air!
gananny :
You know you have MOD when:

...your answering machine message is: Hello, I am not able to come to the
phone for I am in the owlbox, please leave your name and number and I will get
back to you after I HORK!!
MollyLoverForever:
You know you have MOD when:
...you start cocking your head sideways to look at people.
Lynn04:
You know you have MOD when:
...you are stuck in rush hour traffic going 10 miles per hour and reach for your
iphone to watch Molly, Ashley and Carrie because you don't want to miss a food
drop.
Joanne56:
...I have the computer on all day, night too sometimes if I forget, and the
placement of the monitor, the doorway to the bedroom from the office, and my
pillow are in a straight line. I look whenever I roll over, or open my eyes! I have
only been aware of this site since NBC put it on. I can’t take my eyes off of it,
literally! This must be MOD!
Earthlifelover:
...You tell people you are leaving only to find you are still sitting watching the
owlbox hours later!
...You have said you are leaving for hours!
...You are still chatting after saying good night for hours!
...You prefer the company of owls than to family!
...Your favorite television shows no longer interest you!
...You prefer the company of owls to family and friends!
...First thing in the morning and last thing by night you check on the owls!
VSue:
...You are on vacation and you find yourself looking for the nearest internet cafe
so you can check on the owls!
...You are on vacation and prefer the internet cafe to check on the owls instead
of sight seeing!
...You can't go through the day without checking in on the owls as much as you
can, even while at work!
queenb2:
You know you have MOD when:
...you deliberately wear your Molly or Wesley shirt out among the "muggles" --

"trolling" for other MODs. (No luck so far, but I'm patient and hopeful lol)
mamarana:
You know you have mod when:
...the gag shag in the owlbox looks like carpet, and the horks look like furniture.
dymc:
You know you have MOD when:
...your family now squawks at you to get your attention because English is now
your second language.
VSue:
You Know You've Got MOD When:
...You tell people you are leaving Only to find you are still sitting watching the
owlbox hours later!
You Know You've Got MOD When:
...you have said you are leaving for hours!
You Know You've Got MOD When:
...you are still chatting after saying good night for hours!
You Know You've Got MOD When:
...you prefer the company of owls than to family!
You Know You've Got MOD When:
...your favorite television shows no longer interest you!
Beakerlips:
...you go to sleep and your eyeballs don't stop rolling.
...even a rat tail cigar makes you laugh!
Murphy1017:
You know you have MOD when:
...you turn the speakers all the way up so you can hear the owlets chattering
while you are in a different room (as if they were your own children)
TxsBeach:
You know you have MOD when:
...you are making flyers for yard sale and type "Everything Horks", rather than
"Works." *rolling eyes at self*
TexasTess:
You know you have MOD when:
...you feel disappointed that you missed the squirtz.

VSue:
...You think that newly hatched owlets are the most beautiful thing in all the
world!
...You think of the sound of the screeching owls is the most beautiful sound in all
the world!
...You know it is going to be a beautiful day when you get to see and hear the
owls first thing in the morning!
Mamarana:
You know you have MOD when:
...you end every word with a z.
StanaShortMcLeod:
You know you have MOD when:
...the gag shag in your house gets up to your knees because you are BUSY
watching the Owl Box 24/7
R_G5:
You know you have mod when:
...Owl you give a Hoot about is staying up all night bird(owl) watching all night,
and praying the computer does not fail on you.
VSue:
...Every song you know has the owlbox chatter as the words!
...You find yourself making up new songs all day long with owlbox chatter as the
words!
...You don't see Molly for the day!
...All your songs are to do with Molly!
...Before you begin your day you have to check in on Molly!
...Just thinking of Molly brightens your day!
...Everything reminds you of Molly!
luvsbirds:
You know you have "MOD" when:
...you have learned the Molly Song and then sing it while your taking a shower
and your 23 year old son wants to know who sings that song!
Planetmom5611:
...The first thing you do in the morning and the last thing you do before going to
bed is check in to be sure the owlets are ok.
...I am a nurse and work from my home on the telephone all day. I bring my lap
top upstairs so I can watch the owlets all day. Can't chat much because these

patients get in the way of my fun, but I can see the owlets and some of the chat.
I have the sound on very low so I can hear, most of the time, when Carlos is
talking, but if I am talking to a patient I plug the earphones in(quicker that
muting) so it can't be heard on the phone, unfortunately I then miss it too. Must
be a MOD
...You dream about the owlets and/or Molley and McGee.
...You have a new vocabulary that has owl words or ends in z and constantly
thinking that way.
...Your husband finally after 6 1/2 months asks, how are the owls today.
...Watching baseball or football has a background noise of squacking.
...Even my husband with his queezy stomach can watch the owlets swallow a
whole gopher while eating breakfast or dinner himself.
...You get up up to go to the bathroom during the night and check on the owlets.
...You talk to people anywhere, stores, restaurants, church, neighbors about
Molly.
...You have spent more money on owl items than you really need but have to
have them and try to figure out how to get more next paycheck.
...You do everything while watching the owlets or it doesn't get done at all.
...You can make the squacking as good as the owlets
...You can make Molly's clicking noise just as good too.
...You know what time it is in California as well as you know what time it is at
home.
...You now look at the clouds to see if there is another owl cloud out there.
...You have lost oh so much sleep waiting for Molly and McGee.
knittinghiker:
You know you have MOD when:
...you get irritated when someones comes into your office while you're trying to
catch Carlos' update in the morning.
You know you have MOD when:
...you check on the owls on iphone when you get up in the night to go to the
bathroom.
Sunshine41:
...I report to work, the FIRST thing I do is turn on Molly!
...Your language has changed ~ all of your words have “owl” in them –
Owlcoholic, Cowl, Owlzheimers, Owlstanding, Owlsome!, Yowl Rock!, the list
keeps going.
...Everything concerning the Owl box has been named – From up top, the Mister
- AKA Mister, Mister to the bottom, Tauntz the fearless rabbit below Molly’s box,
to the Spider crossing our view, GLOWZ.
...You personally own a minimum of 1 of everything of the Molly MDSE.

...Carlos turns off the cameras and you cry ~ missing Molly and her Family(s).
I love you Molly!!!
Thank you Carlos, Donna, Eric, Austin and EVERYONE involved making this an
Owlsome experience! This is GREAT fun and I am a part of it…..
Huemore2:
...You have friends over for a BBQ and you ask one to please go light
the ..."Weberz" and they look at you funny....the what, the Weber ?
dgreh:
...You think your cat looks like an owl.
...Your iPad is next to your bed so when you wake up in the middle of the night,
you can check on the owl box.
...You plan your itinerary so that everyplace you travel has wifi access so you
can check on the owlbox.
...You chat more with people in the chat room than you do your own family
...You call your child/grandchild/pet “Molly”
...You tape your favorite tv shows so you can watch the owl box Live
...You know the url for cafepress, by heart
...Looking at headless rodents doesn't bother you anymore
You're singing the Molly Song... ALL the time
threetailart:
...You fall asleep in bed with the Owlbox stream running and with your
headphones on, hoping to be woken up by the sound of screeching owlets in
your ears.
...You wait until the very last moment before having to go out on an errand,
watching the Owlbox stream intently in the rare event that you will see one of
the owlets hork.
...You know what 'hork' means.
...You constantly tell others what MOD stands for.
...You have bought the DVD "Molly's Story" even though you were around to
watch the first clutch in real time.
...You cheer out loud when you see Molly or McGee come flying in, with or
without a treat.
...You can't help but smile and laugh along with Carlos when he comes on
screen.
couleedam:
You know you have MOD when:
...you start ending all pluralz in z.
You know you have MOD when:

...you start looking for owlet shaped cloudz.
You know you have MOD when:
...you get up in the middle of the night and go boot up the computer just to check
on the owlets.
You know you have MOD when:
...you can eat and watch rodents being ripped to shreds
You know you have MOD when:
...you try to get home before dark so you can see Molly and McGee
You know you have MOD when:
...you start to understand various owl callz
You know you have MOD when:
...you would rather be in the owlbox than almost anywhere else
CAequuslvr:
You know you have MOD when:
..."Your first question of the day is about the Rodentia Report".
maryalicetaylor :
...I know I have mod because: I get up at dawn every morning to find out what
the rodent count for the night is.
...I sit fascinated for 3 hours watching a baby owl trying to swallow a rat and
another hour trying to get the tail down all the while making facial grimaces
trying to assist.
...I wait and wait for a man named Carlos to come on the air and admire his
shirts and to give us reports of what are the latest things we can buy to prove we
are mods.
...Because when I see them itch I have to itch.
...I get up when I hear them screech I have to run in here with a mousie out of
the garage.
...I don't get ill when I see them eat these cute little critters.
...I laugh when Magee flings the cute little critters into the box.
Charade67 :
...You have insomnia so you log onto the owl box site because you know that
they will be awake too.
BeaglesMom:
You know you have MOD when:
...any time you head in the direction of the computer room your husband asks
"Are you going Owling?"
TexasTess:

You know you have MOD when:
...you wear an owl thong under your wedding dress.
Evvall666:
...You set your Eastern Daylight time on your alarm clock, to coincide with
Pacific time to see M&M show up and feed the Owelets! (<~up drinking coffee
@ 3 A.M., and don't have to be @ work until 7 A.M.)
OwlyKats:
...Your Doing 80 miles an hour down the Highway to get back in time to watch
Eric & Carlos Live.
...You Call Your Husband McGee & Your Daughter Carrie/ Ashley.
...When You Thinks That The Owlets are your Kids & You defend them Just like
Molly Does. (Wesley For Me)
...You are Telling Total strangers in line about the wonderful attributes of Molly &
McGee & How Fun The Owlbox & Chat room are.
...The Owlbox is the 1st thing you turn on when you wake up & get home & You
Must know what have I missed ?
inthewoods77:
You know you have mod when:
...you give your doctor a certified MOD card at your appointment.
You know you have mod when:
...you sing the Molly song while on "hold" on the phone. The person came on
while I was singing, too!
poolady:
...when you feed your dogs cat food and the cats get dog food!
...when all you think about is bacon!
...when you change your schedule cuz you can't peel yourself away from Molly!
Loving_Owlets:
...You look at a commercial for weebles and think "wow, they look a lot like
owlets" instead of the other way around.
Harp58:
You know you have MOD when:
...you read a sign as Wake Up Wesley. After turning around and going back you
find the sign read What's up at Wesley
Two Clubs:

...All your meals are planned around Molly Time
...All those meals are in front of horkz, gag shag, random squirtz and rodentia
grosz but you yumyum down your food without blinking an eye
...At night you open the windows in your house, turn up the volume in the Owl
Box and hope the hisses will get Molly to land in your tree even though you are
3,000 miles away
...You realize that Molly is 3,000 miles away and hope to maybe just get a
passerby owl to wave at you through your open window
...When after hours of sitting watching the owlettes and Molly and McGee and all
the chatterz you turn around and realize that all that time there is a room behind
you
...When you wear your Owl Tee shirt and cap expecting people to wave at you
and yell "Hey you a Mod" and nobody glances and you feel like a fool in the
"other" real world
Susanralph:
...lol with the fun and funny chatters every single day for weeks, months on
end ...just a few minutes = an hour
...you watch mist come out of a nozzle and affectionately call it Mr Spritz
...you have MOD and proud of it
...there is no cure for MOD and that is just fine
...can't wait to see your first hork, MOD is then rewarded
...cry uncontrollably with a missing Molly
...cry with an empty box
...then feel a burst of joy with the unexpected return of Molly and Mcgee
kcsqueeze:
...No matter what you're doing, when you hear Carlos' voice or any Molly songs,
you drop everything and run to your computer.
NightOwlColorado:
...you add San Marcos to the home page of your Weather Channel App
FranksBabe:
..."You know you have MODS when the new revisions in your will, includes
"Molly, McGee, the Kidz and the Owlets".
..."You know you have MODS when your wallet contains individual portraits of
"Molly, McGee, the Kids and the Owlets."
..."You know you have MODS when you make your husband wear a McGee
mask to breakfast, lunch and dinner."
chipper1:

...breakfast consists of cereowl.
...lunch is a fling and fly
...super is served at the call of deet...deet...deet
...depends are now a staple on your grocery list.
...when you leave to go somewhere you call is a flyby
...your day begins and ends with Molly
...your cupboard is bare, and so are you
...you look like something the cat dragged in, the mouse chewed on, and the
dog didn't want to take out, and that's on a good day.
...you keep checking your owlbox, and you don't have one
...all your pets answer to: Molly, McGee, Max, Pattison, Austin, Wes, Ashley or
Carrie.
...you're growing pinfeathers
...you can't turn your head around to scratch your back with your beak
Carmy735:
You know you have MOD when:
...you have kiss marks on computer screen from kissing owlettes
You know you have MOD when:
...you need a Molly Maid to clean the house for you
You know you have MOD when:
...you call friends from fair to get updates on owlettes.
chlosmom:
...You think a mouse pad made of gagshag is a great idea!
Torre12:
...You know you have MOD when you are behind on your knitting because you
keep reading the chat room and watching owls instead of knitting!
WIBirdlady7:
You know you have MOD when:
...you have your laptop on your lap watching and waiting for the food drop and
you wake up 4 hours later and your laptop battery went dead and you missed
the food drop.
You know you have MOD when:
...you’re late for work because you had to finish watching one of the babies
chow down a whole mouse.
You know you have MOD when:
...your children start calling you a “crazy bird lady”.
You know you have MOD when:
...you have the live stream up on your work computer and you forget to close the

window before a meeting in your office. ...One of your colleagues suddenly says
“What on earth do you have on your computer?” And you sheepishly have to tell
them you are watching “owls”.
PegRod:
You know you have MOD when:
...you see a chatter say that they are on their iPhone in a beach chair on an
exotic island while on their honeymoon, and you say to yourself, "Now she really
has MOD!". But as that thought flys by, you recognize that you really are the one
with MOD, because you are constantly lurking instead of working, and have
mastered multitasking flyabouts!
ramfroggie:
You know you have MOD when:
...your two 6 year old girls have to tell Ashley and Carey goodnight every night
and check them before school.
You know you have MOD when:
...they also want to know if they "horked" while they were at school.
You know you have MOD when:
...the same kids rename themselves Ashley and Carey and ask Daddy if he
brought a nice fat rat for them for supper.
You know you have MOD when:
...Daddy says no, but he and Molly (me) will go hunting later without thinking this
was a strange question at all.
You know you have MOD when:
...you hold off bathroom visits for fear of missing a food drop.
You know you have MOD when:
...your kids want to know the nutritional value of rats versus gophers or rabbits.
You know you have MOD when:
...your kids insist their messy bedroom floor isn't really mess, but simply "kid
pellets" and should be appreciated instead of cleaned.
...You know you have MOD when you can list reasons you have MOD all
morning
You know you have MOD when:
...your child brings home a story book about barn owls and you end up
explaining and discussing how the book isn't factually accurate for an hour.
Before MOD this would have taken 10 minutes of discussion.
sweet1t:
...you take your laptop on vacation and drive 36 miles roundtrip daily to the
nearest WI FI to check on the owlets!

luvmydoxies3:
You know you have MOD when:
...you cancel your Dr.s appointment even though you are ill...not too funny
maybe but a true story.
Triggerfish61:
You know you have mod when:
...you nearly kill youself running from the kitchen when Carlos comes on
lousairport:
...When you have to go take a Valium to calm down after intruder showed up on
9/10/2010 in the early morning!
Charol123:
You know you have MOD when:
...Your at work and forget where you are and yell out
My5kids:
You know you have MOD when:
...something goes wrong and you yell “Carlos push the button!”
nubspeace:
You know you have mod when:
...you are out dancing with your friends and you start to do the owlet head bob
rhendry:
You know you are a mod when:
...you can sit in front of the computer and eat dinner the same time as owls are
tearing up rodents and it never fazes your stomach.
calliopekid:
You know you have MOD when:
...You wake up in the middle of the night to go to the bathroom and decided to
turn on Molly just to see what's going on and realize you've been up watching
for an hour.
...You download the Molly songs on your cell phone and take it with you to listen
when you go for a daily walk. And punch the repeat button to listen over and
over while you walk. Great walking music.
Backstop:
...You know you have mod when watching the Owl Box is more important than
lunch!

artgirl4388:
...your heart races at a squawk from the babies
...you never get anything done
muttsfan:
You know you have mod when...
...You tell your friends "I love you guts!"
...You check on the OB at 3 am when you get called into work on an emergency
People look at you strangely when you start adding "z"'s to words in
conversations
cherylz624:
You know you have MOD when:
...you upgrade your computer memory so you can work & watch Molly at the
same time!
Sher67:
You know you have MOD when:
...you wake up and the Molly Song is going through your head, when you're
outside walking and the clouds look like owlets or M & M with their big wing
span.
...When you're talking to some one and say oh I'll be right back I need to do a fly
about and they go HUH.
...You go to your PC and say it's Molly time.
...You're thrilled when Molly or McGee bring in treats no matter how grossed out
you are about rodents, and when you say it's ok, you'll feel better after you hork
and get strange looks.
...You start referring to your friends as Guts and not guys.
OUBobcat:
...Other then the many sleepless nights and long days since I first saw Molly on
March 15th. I knew I was in trouble when my husband Dan started squawking
like Wesley to get my attention. He felt it had become the only language I
understood.
Laurie500:
...For the first time, your favorite exhibit at the State Fair is the Raptor Exhibit,
and you have been going to the fair for 50 years.
...Owlets become insanely cute to you and to no one else you know.
Your sister keeps asking "What's up with you and owls?"

rhendry:
...You know when you get all the stuff out for hubbies dinner then forget all about
it because Ashley and Carrie are eating
Betty_dntn:
...You know you have MOD when you have two computers running.
#1 live shots and #2 watching the videos and reading the blog.
Yahoorose:
...You know you have Mod when you consider having your hair colored to Match
Molly....(.Dark Blonde & Grey with Spots!!!)
kcsqueeze:
...No matter what you're doing, when you hear Carlos' voice or any Molly songs,
you drop everything and run to your computer.
artgirl4388:
...You're out to dinner with several friends and you check your phone to watch
the owls
OwlLuve:
You know you have Mod when:
...after calling your husband "bird legs" for over 32 years you suddenly start
comparing his legs to our Leggs McGee!!!
clhlosmom:
...When a group of your 2nd graders find a dead mouse skeleton under a tree
on the playground and calmly say, "oh, Molly or McGee must have been here"
perhaps i explained eating habits too well.
Purplebird2:
You know you have mods when:
...The first thing you do in the morning is log on to the owl box and forget to get
a a much needed cup of coffee.
AirportAndie:
You know you have MOD when:
...You watch Molly via your iPhone when at work
...You find yourself singing the Molly song when at work
SB4Vols:
...The only physical injury you’ve had this year was caused by watching the Owl

Box. Dislodged cartilage and cracked a rib when falling over the dog and hitting
a granite counter when getting up from the computer late one night after
watching The Owl Box. Still taking anti-inflammatory and pain meds!
Ladyinredc5:
You know you have MOD when:
...you dream about mice in a box and they keep jumping out and I was grabbing
them and putting them back for Molly to give to the babies.
cjvd23:
You know you have MOD when:
...you sit at night to watch and you say "SHHHHHHHHHHH Carrie - you are
waking the family" when she is squacking for food.
Donna79:
You Know You Have MOD When:
...The owlettes' squawks drift you off to sleep at night and Carlos' voice wakes
you in the morning like an alarm clock!
You Know You Have MOD When:
...The Owlbox is cleaner than your own Home Box!
HootGibson:
You know you have MOD when:
...you discover your husband covered with dust in a corner.
googyluvsmolly:
...you want to buy everything that even resembles an owl
Bernesanders:
You Know You Have MOD when:
...you check the owlets in the morning before ANYTHING else.
arags:
knows she has MOD because:
...My garden is pouting, & weeds are sprouting. My bicycle is rusty & my house
is dusty.
Fancirose :
...when wake up first thing in the morning, run for the computer to check on
owls, before going to the bathroom
LiLOwletLvR:

You know you have mod when:
...your house is a mess, the dirty dishes are piled by the computer and the mail
overflows out the box
Nashville_Ann:
You know you have MOD when:
...you think of owls at least once while playing the first page of Beethoven's 9th
Symphony!
Marilyn173:
You have mod when:
...you are shocked to discover you are still in your pj's at 5pm.
themauimom53:
You know your a MOD when:
...you get up from your dinner to go watch an owlet eat a whole mouse!
Judyjudygirl:
You know you have mod when:
...you say "wanna watch Molly" and the cat runs to the computer room!
TOPPSY:
YOU KNOW you have M.O.D.
...when you step outside to have a smoke, do a big yawn,and inhale a moth in
your throat! and swallow!
NCwatcher:
You know you have MOD when:
...you slurk with your laptop right next to the bed and you have a hand held
mirror to hold up to see the screen if you turn over and the owlets wake you up
screeching. You don't have to turn back over to see them.
eggdrop:
You know you have MOD when:
...you wake up in the middle of the night (like tonight) and wonder how the owls
are doing. Next you are creeping down the stairs in the dark, turning on the
computer, and there they are. Two fuzzy owlets hugging each other and holding
talons! How sweet and tender is the moment. Now I can sleep.
julieinmc:
...you think horkz and squirtz are cute.

CalifOwlLady:
You know you have MOD when:
...You're sleep deprived for 6 months in a row
...You're saying good-bye and say "Owl see you".
...You can't eat a meal without sitting and watching the Owlbox while you're
doing it
...Your cats think you love Molly more than them
...Your friends and relatives think you are crazy for watching an Owlbox all day
and you don't care
...You see another MOD and you both speak only Owl to each other, hiss, peep,
hork
...You see another MOD and one of you asks if the other has sprouted feathers
yet
...You know you're a MOD when you change Movie Titles and Songs with the
word "Hork"
...And last but not least, You are concerned when Molly molts. (Sp?)
...Believe it or not, I wrote down these ditties on my lunch hour today. Now that's
MOD!
Sandooli:
You know your a MOD when:
...you have more owl pictures on your computer than you have of your family.
ldgreene123:
You know you have MOD when:
...you have made friends on the owl box and you can't reach out and physically
give them a ((hug))) when they need one
Luvingjade:
I know I have MOD when
...My son and grkids come over and first thing I hear them say coming in back
door is Nana is probably on computer owl watching!
...And they only live 2 blocks away and make a daily trip. Yep, that is where they
find me.
...I know I have MOD when hubby been squawking for me to start supper. Its too
funny and he does it well! We laugh and he says, wellll I horked hours ago!
...I know I have MOD when i wake in middle of nite to make a RR trip and before
i jump back in bed need to check owlettes and OB2, then if anything interesting,
I never get back in bed.
JanetPanighetti:
You know you have MOD when:

...you put off doing ANYTHING just to see an owl cast a pellet live.
You know you have MOD when:
...you turn your head sidewise whenever you see an owlette do so.
You know you have MOD when:
...you sleep next to your laptop which is tuned to the live Owl Box stream.
You know you have MOD when:
...the first thing you want to know every morning is how many food drops were
made last night.
You know you have MOD when:
...watching an owlette swallow a rodent whole is the highlight of your day.
Cynthia1957:
You know you have mod when:
...you wave at the screen at the babies saying hi
...When you worry about everything going on, food etc.
...When the first thing you do is check on babies when you get up
...When this is coming to an end and getting depressed, not seeing friends any
more, miss seeing Molly and Mcgee
...Have mod when Carlos and Donna are gone miss Carlos talks everyday
You know you have mod when:
...singing to babies, blowing kisses to them, worried if they get enough to eat
You know you have mod when:
...family says you're crazy for watching and I say I love them.
GaSunshine1:
...When you are late to church because Molly made a final visit at sunrise and I
was afraid to leave for fear the Coopers Hawk might come back!
Triggerfish61:
You know you have mod when:
...you nearly kill yourself running from the kitchen when you hear Carlos voice.
You know you have mod when:
...the volume on your computer is so loud you get knocked out of your chair
when an owlet calls for food.
You know you have mod when:
...you eat all meals at the computer when an owlet is due to hatch
You know you have mod when:
...you keep buying Molly stuff that is oooh so cute.
You know you have mod when:
...hork and fling an fly enter your daily conversations with others.
Tzunamie:

You know you have MOD when:
...your husband sneaks around the corner late at night and exclaims, "Ah ha! I
knew I'd catch you watching owl porn" !
You know you have MOD when:
...you drive 6 hours, each way, for an outdoor Molly Meet and photo shoot in
Washington, DC, on the hottest weekend of the hottest summer in centuries.
VSue:
You know you have MOD when:
...You stop in the grocery store dairy section and listen to the eggs!
You know you have MOD when:
...You think horks are very exciting!
You know you have MOD when:
...Every song turns into a Molly, McGee and owlet theme!
KSBORN:
...You buy Stock in Fryz Electronics when Carloz first Started All of this and you
see his Mission Control Room.
...You buy Stock in Home Depotz with Shortage of Ladderz in San Marcos.
...When you can't leave your Computer for a Second thinking "I might Miss
Carlos".
...The 1st thing I Have to do is Turn on Computer and the last thing I do is Turn
off Computer before going to sleep but give the Babies a Kiss before I shut it
down.
...Plan my Meals around when I know Molly and McGee will be in.
JanKW:
...You use the Molly Lexicon instead of the thesaurus or dictionary
...You bet on who will hork first (among your children) or (you and your hubby)
bluflame7:
You Know you have mod when:
...you check on owlets before getting coffee or taking morning meds.
VSue:
You know you have MOD when:
...Your house starts to look like the interior of an owlbox!
You know you have MOD when:
...Everything in your home becomes an owl theme!
You know you have MOD when:
...Molly pictures and ornaments are in your home everywhere!
You know you have MOD when:
...Molly pictures adorn every wall of your home!

You know you have MOD when:
...In every room you have computers set up so you do not miss a single moment
of Molly!
You know you have MOD when:
...you carry laptop with you everywhere so you don't miss a single Molly
moment!
beakerlips:
You know you have mod when:
...you tell your dog to 'face plant' instead of lie down.
jamma71:
...After eight years i forgot to clean and get my husband's dialysis machine
ready because i was watching the two new owlets
hundon1:
You know you have mod when:
...you wake up in the middle of the night and subtract 8 hours from the time to
work out what time it is in Mollyworld.
MtnGal:
...When you talk to people like you do when you chat.
...When you don’t understand why other people just don’t get it.
...When your mind sees lines of chat scrolling along.
...When your best friends are (please fill in some of the names).
...When the 1st thing you do in the morning is check on Molly.
...When the last thing you do at night is check on Molly.
...When you wake up a 3:00am to check on Molly.
...When you see people and the 1st thing out of your mouth is something about
Molly.
...When someone sees you and the 1st thing out of their mouth is how is Molly
cause they know you are going to tell them anyway?
...When you start thinking in Molly time 8:30pm till 5:30 am.
...When you start to think you might just like bacon with chocolate on it.
...When you turn the volume up so you won’t miss Carlos.
...When you start writing word like in the Owlbox lexicon.
...When you don’t know what you are going to do from November till February.
...When you really think Carlos should email everyone when Molly returns in
February. All 18,232,272.
...When you are an ole timer if you were with the 1st clutch.
...When you learn to eat watching the horking and don't get sick.

PegRod:
You Know You Have MOD:
...if your faith in fellow human beings has been restored.
CosmicOne:
You Know You Have MOD When:
...Since you started watching Molly, have acquired a strange wiggle and arm
flapping motion to your bathroom ritual.
...You rush to the refrigerator every 15 minuutes to turn the eggs in their carton.
...Instead of placing egg shells in the garbage disposal, you eat them.
...During the marriage ceremony, instead of saying "I do", you start to "Gular
Flutter".
...Asked for a tooth pick, you pull out a stainless steel bolt from your pocket or
purse.
...After suffering a lifetime from Arachnophobia, you started giving household
spiders cute pet names and watch them spin webs.
...At night, when everyone else is sleeping, you are found sitting on the lawn in
the sprinklers spray, flapping your arms.
...You start watching the owl box and forget to go to work.
...Asked how old your kids were they left home, you say 60 to 65 days.
...Someone cuts in line at the store, you crouch low, raise your arms shoulder
high, sway head to and fro, then hiss at them.
Fancirose:
When your dog starts to cough and you say "she's gonna HORK"
suniam:
...I made popcorn for dinner (because I sort of forgot to eat and suddenly
become hungry)....got SO distracted in the simple thing of making popcorn that I
left the lid OFF (since I had to run to the computer to see what all the 'noise' is
about! then I see my cat (Tipper) who is pouncing on the popcorn that is literally
flying all over the kitchen as it was flying out of the pot! Talk about becomeing
UNGLUED' at the seams on this situation!
This is what caused me to make 'Mod-i-tols' that I sent Carlos & Donna, who
showed it in their 'Thank you' gifts night on live video at the end of the first
clutch. The label said 'Take as many as needed' for symptoms of MOD
Backstop:
You know you have mod when:
...you see road kill and wish you could bring it to Ashley and Carrie!

joym13:
You know you have MOD when:
...you are watching a Packer game and it starts to rain, so there are rain drops
on the camera and you think "if Carlos were there, he'd clean the camera lens"
You know you have MOD when:
...you realize your grocery store has wifi so you wear your earphones and watch
your iPod while grocery shopping to watch the owls and listen to Carlos.
fourcats:
...You take a sleeping pill so you can sleep and then set the alarm for every hour
so you won't miss anything the owlets do.
Ketaki:
...you can't sleep without owlet screech in the background!
...you wake up, and before you freshen up, you load up the OwlBox, see what's
up then go to the potty!
...you type emailz to friendz and add z's to all the plural wordz!
...your Hubby comez in after work and askz "howz Molly and the kidz", before
asking about your day!
...and the best one is when your Hubby bringz you an Easter chocolate bunny
with the head missing! That's MOD!
kcook:
You know you have MOD when:
...you don't bother to get in bed, you just do a faceplant at your computer.
...your computer room carpet starts to resemble the gag shag in the owl box.
..you have more pictures of the owlets than you do your own grandkids
Amberlight:
I know I got MOD when:
...Homework? Meh, tomorrow. Phone ringing? Meh, call back later. Sleep? Nah,
I can sleep when I'm dead.
...When my room mate is afraid to come down the stairs knowing I'm going to
shove my laptop in his face saying, "OMG, LOOK AT WHAT MOLLY DID THIS
TIME!"
...Nicotine withdrawl? HA! Piece of cake. Try an owlbox.
DeeTuggle:
You Know You Have MOD when:
...Your dirty clothes pile is higher than the clean clothes pile.
...Your DH is suing Carlos for alienation of affections.
...The kids are crying, because they say the "baby owlets get more attention

than we do".
...You go out and get a doggie potty pad, so you don't have to be away from the
computer long enough to walk the dog.
...You have more pictures of the owls than you do of your kids.
...Your computer's wallpaper is Molly in flight.
...Your mouse pad has a picture of the four owlets from the first clutch.
...Your favorite coffee cup is a Molly Mug.
...Your only jewelry is a $1500 charm of Molly.
...You cried for two weeks after the first clutch fledged.
elsalynda:
You know you have MOD when:
...all the clouds look like horks!
meowersizer:
You know you have MOD when:
...you are watching a Bugs Bunny cartoon and say " OOOOOO Rabbit !!"
You know you have MOD when:
...your meal is delivered and you go "aaaaawwwwkkkkk aaawwwwkkkk" !
Mamarana:
You know you have MOD when:
...you refer to the dust bunnies under your bed as "gag shag".
tyoung:
...When your children are named Wesley, Pattison, Austin or Max!
maxermum:
You know you have mod when:
...you catch a rat in your rat trap and seriously consider driving it up to San
Marcos.
Painteddaisey1:
...I call my furbaby , Missy B., Molly B !
...When I keep saying late at night , ` I am going to bed in 30 mins.` , the 30
mins are up and say , `oh I will stay up another thirty mins` and this keeps going
on into the very wee hrs of morning and you don`t go to bed at all. lol
...When the first think I do in morning is rush to turn on puter to check the OB1
and OB2 even before my first cup of coffee .
...Could go on and on but I`ve got to get back to the Owl Boxes , almost time for
Molly and McGee to show up with a treat!
debiMac:

I know I'm a MOD because:
...the first thing I do in the morning before I even get out of bed is check the
UStream app on my iPhone/iPad to find out if the owlets were fed during the
night.
jthompson:
...when my friends and family ask how the owls are and not how I am . . .
the dog beg for my attention because I never leave the laptop I had to start
buying eyedrops
RuthNJ26:
I know I am a MOD when:
...I am cutting up salad and think that Molly could do a better job.
...I hear babies crying in a store and immediatelty look for the owlets.
...I have barn owls in my dreams.
Micheshe:
You know you are a MOD when:
...you call your cats Molly, Ashley and Carrie and they come!!!
You know you are a MOD when:
...you say to your cats “keep horking, the fur ball will come out”
MATaylor:
I know I have mod because:
...I get up at dawn every morning to find out what the rodent count for the night
is.
...I sit fascinated for 3 hours watching a baby owl trying to swallow a rat and
another hour trying to get the tail down all the while making facial grimaces
trying to assist.
...I wait and wait for a man named Carlos to come on the air and admire his
shirts and to give us reports of what are the latest things we can buy to prove we
are mods.
...Because when I see them itch i have to itch.
...I get up when I hear them screech I have to run in here with a mousie out of
the garage.
...I don't get ill when I see them eat these cute little critters.
...I laugh when Magee flings the cute little critters into the box.
SMY_131:
You know you have MOD when:
...you can use hork as a noun, verb and adjective.

Noun: Wow, now THAT is a huge hork.
Verb: Is Ashley ever gonna hork?
Adjective: Have a horking good day.
LvOwls:
You know you have MOD when:
...you stash your stuff in the corner of a room for later.
You know you have MOD when:
...your dreams consist of the chat room with names of your owl friends.
You know you have MOD when:
...you are driving and you see a motorcycle behind you and the passenger looks
around and bobs head like an owl.
You know you have MOD when:
...you think of your dogs as owlets begging for food, and the loudest barker gets
the first one.
You know you have MOD when:
...your friends think you're weird because you watch owls and you think they are
weird because they don't.
Musha66:
...I have to turn on the computer to see what is happening, first thing when I get
up. I don't know what I would do if I had to go to work
lovetocruise:
You know you have MOD when:
...you hear Carlos's voice and leave EVERYTHING and go running to the
computer!
ssocenblu:
...When your diet consists of sunflower seeds and water.
...When you take the laptop to the bathroom with you because you are
moderating.
...When you are in the Owl Box Chat for 15 hours straight.
...When you use Hork in everyday conversation.
LadyMae0023:
...You know you have MOD when: You have to put the laundry through the rinse
cycle because its been in the washer a week.
...You know you have MOD when: You have to refresh the clothes you left in the
dryer for three days.
...You know you have MOD when: You have two baskets of laundry still waiting

to fold and nothing left to wear.
Kooky33:
...when you start dreaming of owls!
...when you see the faces of owls in everyday items or pictures (think of AmEx
commercial showing smiley/frowny faces everywhere).
...when the first news of the day you want to share with friends/family is what
funny antics the owlets did today or what they ate last night.
curiositykitten:
...You catch yourself typing (clappythingies) as a comment on a Facebook post.
Corkyandporky:
You know you have M.O.D. when:
...you tell yourself in the afternoon, "I'll just take a quick peek at the owlbox" and
before you know it, you've missed dinner and your spouse's already in bed.
LadyMae0023:
You know you have MOD when:
...your watching and waiting for Molly to come in with food, plus watching the
ball game and crocheting a baby blanket.
OwlyKats:
You know you have EMOD (Extreme MOD):
...When you spend so much time cutting & pasting links from the Owlbox
chatroom and you end up creating a 12 page document.
maxermum:
You know you have mod when:
...you teach the dog to go in the cat box so you don't have to take him out and
miss anything.
You know you have mod when:
...you pass a political sign for a candidate named Ray Lutz running for US
congress and you wonder if he got his name in the owl box chat room.
MutherNature :
...some thing flies up out of the ditch at night and your first thought is "Hope that
wasn't one of the Kidz!"
Annieinsc:
You know you have MOD when:
...you travel 5 hours to see your grandbaby and have to check on the owls when

you get there!
Connie:
You know you have MOD when:
...your day isn’t complete without hearing happy owl tunes at least once… ting
ting ting ting
You know you have MOD when:
...you wake up at 2am and decide to check on the owlets instead of going back
to sleep, and watch them for the next 3 hours.
You know you have MOD when:
...you live in NJ and struggle to stay awake to catch Molly’s first nighttime visit,
even though you have to get up in the morning for work. (that’s what I’m trying to
do right now. Carrie’s squawking is keeping me awake.)
...I have been following the ups and downs of the second clutch since August
16th, and am hooked! Thanks to Carlos, Donna and all the moderators for a
great experience (although the time zone difference is tough!)
DebGBoo:
...You think your cat looks like an owl.
...Your iPad is next to your bed so when you wake up in the middle of the night,
you can check on the owl box.
...Your iTouch is in the bathroom (see above)
...Your iMac is in your office, always on and always on with owlbox1 and 2
...Your Netbook is in the living room (See above!)
...You plan your itinerary so that everyplace you travel has wifi access so you
can check on the owlbox.
...You chat more with people in the chat room than you do your own family
...You call your child/grandchild/pet “Molly”
...You tape your favorite tV shows so you can watch the owl box Live
...You know the url for cafepress, by heart
...Looking at headless rodents doesn't bother you anymore
...You're singing the Moly Song... ALL the time
Khod:
You know you have mod when:
...You make cell phone purchases based on whether or not you can get molly on
your phone.
...You don’t mind if you get caught at a light driving to work because you can
check how molly is doing on the phone
...You start up your computer before you put on the pot of coffee EVERY
morning

...You resign yourself to yet another night of very little sleep and are ok with it
...You find yourself walking around the house (even into the bathroom) with your
lap top in tow.
...You can see the dust piling up and that’s ok. You haven’t managed to figure
out how to clean and molly watch at the same time
...Dinner cleanup is a lot easier (less cooking, less cleanup)
...You have chew marks on your arms from your pets trying to drag you away
from the PC to play.
LadyChainsaw:
...You buy your sister an owl shirt at Cafe Press for Christmas & hope she
doesn't like it so she regifts if back to you!
You've REALLY got it when:
....you buy it in your own size so she CAN'T wear it & hands it right back to you!!
tabbymom1:
... you have MOD when you get up at 6:30, turn on the owl box and then
suddenly remember you haven't had coffee yet, and it's NOON!
Wildcatwoman:
You know you have MOD when:
...everything on your grocery list ends in "Z"
boochick:
You know you have MOD when:
...your daily life revolves around PDT (Pacific Daylight Time) and you don't live
or work there!!
darleneolson:
You know you have MOD when:
...Even though you need to go to the restroom badly, you turn on the computer
and wait for it to load the Owl Box while squirming and hopping around so you
can see what Molly brought the owlets while you were sleeping.
...Instead of waking in the night worrying about what is going on with your kids,
you wonder if Molly is finding enough food in the rain.
...You used to gag at the sight of a dead animal on the road and now you eat
breakfast with Molly shredding a rat.
...The dust bunnies in your house have names.
...You bought a jar of Nutella even though you are a diabetic and see that the
first ingredient is sugar just so you could join the chatters in saying how good it
is.
...Then you have a taste of it on a toothpick and wonder what on earth you are

going to do with it because you certainly don’t want to give the stuff to the
grandkids while they are visiting!
...Every person you know asks you, “How are are owls today?” before even
asking how the rest of your family is doing.
...You have renamed your pets from “BG” to Beegz and “Scooter” to Scootz.
...You are feeling happy because your cat is already named Jazz.
...You have run out of recordable CD’s for your favorite shows because you
would rather miss the shows than one of the owlet’s horkz!
flukestail:
You know you have MOD when:
...more people know you by your screen name than by your real name.
Micheshe:
You know you have MOD when:
...you call your cats Molly, Ashley and Carrie and they come!!!
You know you have MOD when:
...you say to your cats “keep horking, the fur ball will come out”
You know you have MOD when:
...you sign work papers “Molly watcher”.
SandraRB:
I know I am a MOD now:
...Posted a picture of Bald Eagle and someone made a comment they liked my
new picture. Told them that I had always liked that OWL picture. My sister
caught it and told me I am spending too much time with the owls.
DianaPB:
You know when you have MOD when:
...Watching the OB is the last thing you are doing before going to bed and the
first thing you do when you get up in the morning.
my5kids:
You know you have MOD when:
...you list Molly, McGee, Max, Pattison, Austin, Wesley, Ashley, Carrie , Carlos
and Donna Royal as family members.
Micheshe:
You know you have mod when:
...your work emails are asking “Whoo”?
Okie:

...The producers of "The Hoarders" contact you to film your house and provide
support for your disorder because you have not properly cleaned since
February.
LadyChainsaw:
.... you draw little owl faces in the dust all over the house!
PegRod:
You Know You Have MOD when:
...you suddenly feel the urge to write poetry or a book, to take photographs, to
draw and paint, or to sing and dance, or eat Bacon dipped in Nutella, or just be
yourself (or do nothing) and know that whatever you do, you are loved.
MutherNature:
You know you have MOD when:
...your cat brings you a live gift and you hope it isn't Zorro.
jOwls:
...You go out and buy a netbook so you can take it to the toilet with you!
maxermum:
You know you have mod when:
...you go to Costco and wonder why there isn't any Molly merchandise for sale!
debmyrick:
...You can’t make it through even ONE night without checking the owlbox!
NightFeather:
You know you have MOD when:
...you log in to the owl box chat room and smell bacon!
DeeAnnMatson:
You know you have mod when:
...you eat too much food and then declare that you feel like you are "going to
hork"!
...you tell your hubby that you are not in the mood for "bonding time" tonight!
...you take your lap top into the bathroom, as you don't want to miss a dramatic
moment in owl box
...you pull over in your car whenever passing a barn and look inside for owls !
...you leave your hubby a fast food dinner on the sink with a note that says "here
is fling and fly treat"
...you hit up the local restaurant early bird dinner specials before dark to make

sure you can be home for night food deliveries in the owl box.
...you get hooked on caffeine drinks to keep you up nights watching owl action
you have an urge to buy a new pet and name it Molly !
PQLYR:
You know you have MOD when:
...someone asks what's for dinner and you have to think a few seconds before
you ask,"what was your name again?"
LvOwls:
You know you have MOD when:
...you see a palm tree and climb into it to see barn owls roosting in the daytime
and get squirted in the process.
You know you have MOD when:
...you forget your relatives' birthdays but remember the owlets' birthdays.
You know you have MOD when:
...you want to redecorate your whole house with owl designs.
You know you have MOD when:
...you would rather watch the owlets than your favorite Soap Opera that is
ending after broadcasting over 40 years.
You know you have MOD when:
...you tell your husband and family to shhh and turn off the TVs when Carlos
comes on the air.
Nanmarks:
...you're invited to a friend's home for dinner and you'd rather watch
ustream.tv/theowlbox.
Tresbien:
You know you have MOD when:
...you realize that more of your food is stored next to your computer than in the
kitchen!
Colster:
You know you have MOD when:
...At night, you leave the sound on your computer (which is 2 rooms away from
the bedroom) loudly enough so as to be alerted to treat deliveries.
You know you have MOD when:
...The first email you open in the morning is from Mr. Carlos Royal and
WordPress.
You know you have MOD when:
...you cheer for the San Marcos Horkers even when your favorite team is

playing.
...A friend sent this site to me a week or two after the first clutch was born. Was
really glad to see this second clutch from the beginning, even with all the
sadness of Jodi and Kelly.
Watchnover :
... you only have a few days left to move, the sewer's backed up and all of your
boxes are ruined and have to be repacked and cleaned and you still just have to
watch the owl box even when there is no video streaming.
CrickInNeck :
...You stand over your husband while he is eating dinner, waiting for him to
finish, so you can clean up the kitchen and go watch the owls.
...You buy your husband owl books for his B'day & Father's Day and then you
ask him to look up owl info for you. (this actually works)
...You talk about what a good Mom Molly is and people think your talking about a
real person.
...when your 15 year old grandson tells you that he gets a bigger kick out of
watching you, watching the owls and giving commentary than actually, watching
the owls.
birdlovers4ever :
...you start collecting stuffed owls and other fun owl-related items...
...you organize Molly Watcher events in your community...
NSEB1958:
You Know you have MOD when:
...You get up in the morning and race to the computer to check on the owlets
before you go to the bathroom.
...You turn on the computer at work and have to sneak a peek at the owlets
before you can get anything done.
...You are happy that there are only reruns on TV so you can watch Molly and
the owlets all night.
...Everytime the owlets make a noise you and your dog both look at the
computer screen.
...You know your dog has MOD when he takes your place in front of the
computer and won't let you have your seat back.
Penaten243:
...you know you have mod when you consider getting an owl tattoo
slewvi:

...you see a cat yawn and think, "that cat's about to hork"
...your computer wallpaper is a picture from the owlbox. (mine is "max in the
palm tree," but i'm working on a collage.)
...you talk to molly's (or wesley's, or etc.) picture on your wall
...you find a moldy strawberry in the fridge and your first thought is "what a horky
strawberry"
Patti:
You know you have MOD when:
...you interrupt your boss in an important meeting to give him an update on the
owlets.
LuvMolly:
You knowI have MOD when:
...I take my laptop to bed with me and keep the sound up so I do not miss any of
the treats or bonding that happens at night in the owl box. And Keep the laptop
open so th light stays on too!
GuntherI:
You know you have MOD when:
...you look at a street sign warning you of "Horkers" when it really says
"Workers"! yes, it really happened the other day when I was out driving.
Cowliflower:
You know you have Mod:
...if you have taped to your refrigerator a chart that converts your food to Mouse
Units.
You know you have Mod when:
...you have to tell your doctor that the painful repetitive motion injury to your right
index finder is from taking Molly screenshots.
...You are pretty sure you have Mod when you don’t hesitate to PM Carlos and
ask if he will write a note to your boss explaining why you are late for work.
You know you have Mod when:
...you compose a fake a note from Carlos and submit it to your boss.
...You have stage 5 Mod if you have learned from Carlos how to use the words
“bandwith” and “frame rate” in the same sentence.
RuthNJ26:
You know you have mod when:
...you are walking to the bathroom and hearing hissing on the computer and run
back to the computer instead of going to the bathroom.

You know you have mod when:
...your husband is telling the dogs that their mother thinks the owls are more
important than they are and that they will have to wait to go out. (you think he
would walk them)
slewvi:
You know you have MOD when:
...your monthly budget contains item for "molly merchandise" along with rent, car
payment, utilities, etc.
Maxermum:
You know you have mod when:
...you go out and buy another computer monitor so you can watch OB1 & OB2
at the same time and side by side.
ken-rosemary:
You know you are a mod when:
...you tell the computer guy located where ever that you need the part because
you are missing molly. This statement does get results because the repairman
thinks they are talking to a nut so better fix it
debmyrick:
You know you have MOD when:
...You make up bumper stickers for Carloz RV. (My other home is an OWLBOX!)
sunsetgal844:
You know you have mod when:
...you stay up half the night wanting to catch one more delivery.
luvs2bassfish:
You Know You Have MOD when:
...you tell your hubby you're going to get your claws done & a talon-icure!"
...when you're always trying to get screenshots of things on your TV!"
...when you eat your breakfast at the computer & next thing ya know, it's supper
time & you're still sitting there with the breakfast dishes & lunch dishes all still on
the desk.
RuthNJ26:
You know you have MOD when:
...you dream that you have your own private chat room and some of the people
in it are names from the owlbox.

LadyChainsaw:
... you tell a prospective employer that you can't start until November
... that you fix the computer before the car.
... you live on cold cereal because it's a QUICK FIX meal
... you tell the hubby that you cleaned the house rather than watch the owls but
don't tell him the owlbox was down all day for "repairs"
ClaireJensen:
You know you have MOD when:
...you look inside an aged 1/2 walnut shell and all you & your kids see is Molly's
face. Longtime lurker from first clutch
KSBORN:
You Know When You Have MOD When:
...You Chase down the UPS truck with your crutches in tow trying to get our
Molly Keepsake Box that you had purchased from Café Press and UPS driver
looks at you dumb founded then hands your purchase over and you give UPS
Driver a tip---(MOD CARD)
OhioCheryle:
You know you have MOD when:
...your computer table is stacked high with one inch of post it notes that contain
all information concerning the Owl Box
You know you have MOD when:
...you sit waving and yelling at the monitor " no sound Carlos"
You know you have MOD when:
...you get a 10 inch computer, extra mouse and plug in speakers so you can
carry it from room to room
You know you have MOD when:
...you only sleep for 4 or 5 hours so you miss as little as possible on the east
coast
You know you have MOD when:
...you get upset because the phone rings
You know you have MOD when:
...you can read the worst of typos and not even notice there was a typo
You know you have MOD when:
...your name is Carlos and Donna Royal
Pennycane:
...When you do a double-take upon hearing the crosswalk chirping sound
thinking it is Molly's dinner bell!
...When you have two windows open and hear squirtz and have to immediately

look!
grls625:
...your butt falls asleep and you still won't get up from the computer!
hummerzz:
You know you have MOD when:
...you bring your breakfast, lunch, dinner and snacks to your computer desk.
...you set your alarm for every 2 hours during the night to check on the owls.
...you let your answering machine pick up your calls so you don't have to be
disturbed from watching owls.
...you time your trips to the bathroom right after treats are delivered so just
maybe you won't miss the next delivery.
...you turn your speakers up so loud where you can hear them in every room of
the house.
...you order in so you don't have to spend time cooking.
...you scream to the top of your lungs "Molly/McGee has a treat.
...you talk to Molly, McGee, Ashley & Carrie through the computer screen.
...you reach up and touch their feathers through the computer screen.
...you hear Molly songs and tears are running down your cheek.
...you hear Molly songs and you are dancing around the room and singing along
with every word.
...all your problems seem much smaller by just watching these owls.
...you realize your life will never be the same because of all the love that this owl
family brought into so many lives around the world.
mamarana:
You know you have mod when:
...you are not bored just watching the babies breathing, while they sleep.
SandraRB:
You know you have mod when:
...you post Eagle as avatar on facebook and tell people that you really like this
owl. Then sister tells you that you have gone to the owls. Nope just MOD.
Micheshe:
You know you have MOD when:
...you fall asleep with your head back in the recliner and hubby says you are
gular fluttering.
Carowl:
You know you have MOD when:

...you tilt your head sideways to focus on the words flying by in the chat.
debbloom:
You know you have MOD when:
...your bench seat has an indentation in it from you sitting and watching the owls
so much.
ruthiesmom:
...You are so tired from modding, you can't think of all of the amusing MODizmz
you've invented
ttackwell:
You know you have MOD when:
...you become a family with people you've never met!
beckykcole:
You know you have mod when:
...your friends call you "Horky".
MauleaMom2:
You know you have mod when:
...Molly, McGee, all of the owlets, Carlos & Donna are the first thing you think of
in the morning and the last thing you think of at night.
You know you have mod when:
...you carry your laptop and the power cord to every room with you, from
morning to night.
You know you have mod when:
...you have the computer in the bathroom with you while you shower or bathe,
so you won't miss anything.
You know you have mod when:
...your payment to Austin's College Fund and to Cafe Press is more than your
July & August electric bill!
SnugglesDad:
You know you have MOD when:
...you communicate with your family via pm while watching the owls!
MIteach:
You know you have MOD when...
....Your hubby has to do the grocery shopping, comes home and cooks, then
serves it to you in front of the computer, and you don't feel bad about it!
....last thing you do is shutting Molly's box at night and the first thing you do in

the am is to turn it on and check on the owlets.
....Your friends just shake their heads when you start the conversation about
Molly.
....Your hubby accuses you of listening to Carlos more than him.
owliviasmom and momtothree:
You know you have MOD when:
...your husband greets you in the morning and asks, "How'd the owls do last
night?"
You know you have MOD when:
...your 5 year old says I want to be Molly for Halloween.
You know you have MOD when:
...your preschooler can't sing the ABC's, but he knows the whole Molly Song.
You know you have MOD when:
...your kids call your iPhone the owlPhone.
You know you have MOD when:
...you keep the Owl Box on your iPhone, hidden in your desk and periodically
check on it while teaching 4th graders all day.
You know you have MOD when:
...you stop along country roads to inspect abandoned barns, hoping to see a
one of Molly's kind.
jeaniebird:
You know you have MOD when:
...you dread that your favorite show "Dancing With The Stars" starts this month
and it will take away from watching owl box at night.
DebLay:
...You start naming things around your house with Z's ex: You garden hose
springs a leak and you name it leakz.
...You refer to the second clutch as "this season". I was arranging the pictures I
got from Cafepress and said to myself.. Now I just need to picture of the owlets
from this season to complete this.
...You fur baby wakes you up in the middle of the night and as you taking letting
her out you realize that Molly Was Her Name is playing in your head.
...People at work tell you you have real problem and you proudly show then your
MOD Ceritficate and hand them a business card.
...The first place you log on to is The Owl Box and at night it's the last thing you
log out of.
...Even though you have a laptop at home, you drag your laptop from work
home so you can have OB1 on one and OB2 on the other.
...You try to watch other owl boxes but it's just not the same.

...You watch a fledgling hawk "squirtz" in front of you and your excited.
...You are sooo sad to see the first clutch leave but realize that now you can
finally catch up on your sleep and get things done around the house. And
then...THEY'RE BACK!!!
...You see a dead rabbit on the road and think what a waste that could have
been some Owls dinner
Saavik:
You know you have MOD when:
...you acccidently call hubby an owlet
You know your'e a MOD when:
...the hissing soothes you to sleep
DSalisbury :
You know you have MOD when:
...When you are on vacation and every time you look up in the sky you think you
see an owl.
YTQ:
...when all the dust bunnies are running around under the computer table.
when you have spent you entire allowance at Cafe`Press
CarlainSEAZ:
You know you have MOD when:
...you stay up past your bedtime, have a scary dream about the owl box that
wakes you up and have to get up and go online to check on the babies even
though it's the middle of the night.
Lynn:
You know you have MOD when:
...you keep checking your watch in the checkout line, worried that you'll miss the
first treat delivery or an owlet fledge.
You know you have MOD when:
...you talk in MOD language, using words like "yow'l" and "hork" and people look
at you like you're nuts.
You know you have MOD when:
...you just can't turn off the computer, even though you're ready to do a face
plant on your keyboard, while waiting for Molly and McGee and chatting with the
MODs
You know you have MOD when:
...every item on your Christmas list is owl-related.
You know you have MOD when:

...your house looks like the inside of an owl box.
You know you have MOD when:
...you get up really early to see if Molly will stay in another day, even though you
are not a morning person.
You know you have MOD when:
...the constant squawking becomes a soothing, comforting sound.
You know you have MOD when:
...You give up tv and reading so you can spend more time owl-watching.
You know you have MOD when:
...you reward yourself with a little Molly time after you finish each chore.
Bonnie- from Idaho:
You know you have MOD when:
...you have to put nose over your knees to get up out of a chair, stand for 5
minutes then try and put one foot in front of the other. it works best when you
swing one let then the other and start to walk slow. love those peeps, Molly and
McGee.
DawnR:
You know you have MOD when:
...You see owls everywhere
...Your house doesn't look the same
BugGurl:
You know you have MOD when:
...You seriously consider installing a PortaPotty next to your computer.
...You call your pet (child/grandchild/spouse) Molly
(McGee/Ashley/Carrie/Max/Pattison/Austin/Wesley). Exception: if that is actually
his/her name, in which case you have had a narrow escape.
...You have permanent burnmarks on your thighs from your overheated laptop.
...Your pets no longer react to the sound of shrieking owlets.
...You've gone from being a lover and protector of bunnies to yelling for McGee
to "bring back a rabbit, you slacker!"
...You'll wait at your computer for 45 minutes or more for a moderator to show up
and start the paused chat going again.
...You like to fall asleep at night to the rhythmic rasping of owlets, but snoring
drives you crazy.
ChucklesG:
You know you have MOD when:
...your eyes are like Mollys, you can't turn them from side to side.

CalifOwlLady:
You know you have MOD when you think, "My Coffee Tastes So Much Better In
My Molly Mug".
NightFeather:
You know you have MOD when:
... while compiling this ebook, my cat has gone to a whole new level of trying to
get my attention when it is feeding time.

Zorro gets the last word!
You know you have MOD when...

You have recurring dreams about the great
mouse escape!
Contributed by Zorro!
A compilation by NightFeather
and all happy chatters and moderators of
The Owl Box
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The following links are here to promote the memory of Molly and
McGee, wild barn owls that lived in a barn owl box in San Marcos, CA.
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The following links are a collection visited by the barn owl box
moderators and chatters!
US Barn Owls: http://www.barnowlbox.com/us-barn-owl.html
Barn Owl Trust: http://www.barnowltrust.org.uk/infopage.html?Id=76

